Delivering World
Class Trader
Collaboration &
Communication
Solutions

Always on, always present and always in touch.
TraderLynk brings the best out of communication making it
collaborative, engaging, and accessible from anywhere. TraderLynk
provides a highly secure and reliable system that works with existing
infrastructure allowing for better management, lower costs, smoother
deployment, migration, greater choice and flexibility.

Unified communication streamlined
and integrated: infrastructure
without compromise, for smart
global collaboration.
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Keeping pace with technology
The financial services sector is one of the most competitive, fast moving and
complex markets in the world. It presents a host of communication challenges –
where speed, accuracy and security are paramount.

The combination of extreme market volatility and
increased competitive pressure means institutions
require the ability to react in real-time to any
news and events and make informed, calculated
decisions based on a deluge of analytical data.
Traders are often handling complex, multi-asset
deals, increasing the need for robust enterprise
grade collaboration tools. Effective communication
can be the difference between winning and losing
a deal. However, present siloed legacy systems
are cumbersome and lack the agility to support
today’s traders effectively.
Firms have witnessed an explosion in devices,
services, and data access options, presenting
the opportunity for traders to engage and
communicate with their colleagues, clients and
trading partners on a new level. At the same

time, the proliferation of channels and devices is
placing increased pressure on firms to maintain
strict control of client information whilst remaining
compliant – imposing additional reporting and
audit requirements.
Traditional hardware-based telephony solutions
are proving rigid and costly; operating in various
communication silos such as PBX, video
conferencing and instant messaging platforms.
Firms have already invested a great deal of time,
effort and money into trying to optimise these
various solutions and simply cannot afford to
rip-and-replace. However they do realise their
current infrastructure is under performing. Traders
need autonomy, efficiency and effectiveness, all
of which lead to wealth-creating innovation.

Firms have witnessed
an explosion in devices,
services, and data access
options, presenting the
opportunity for traders to
engage and communicate
with their colleagues, clients
and trading partners on a
new level.
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Infrastructure without compromise,
for smart global collaboration
TraderLynk is the unified communications platform for the 21st century. Brought
to market by a team of seasoned professionals with decades of front-line
experience in delivering complex collaboration solutions and services within the
world’s most demanding environments.

TraderLynk provides innovative and future-proofed collaboration and communication services to the
trading community. TraderLynk enables businesses to:
•

Rely on a future-proofed product that’s built on
Microsoft’s world-class unified communications
platform Microsoft® Lync™

•

Integrate the full suite of communication events
into their existing and future workflow solutions

•

•

•

Support buy-side, sell-side, and trader risk
management more effectively
Access a full suite of advanced collaboration
applications and tools, which can help the
enterprise identify and share opportunities
through effective communication
Free the enterprise from its ties to the traditional
telephony system and physical infrastructure

•

Make advanced collaboration services available
on the desktop, laptop, mobile device or off desk

•

Integrate, complement and enhance the firms
existing communications infrastructure

•

Activate an out-of-the-box enterprise wide
collaboration service

•

Create an inclusive 360 degree communication
environment: voice on handsets, speakers,
intercoms, group collaborative conferencing,
email, mobile, video, IM and persistent chat

•

Construct tailored collaborative applications
through the open development framework

TraderLynk delivers a service that will grow and flex with the business – providing the competitive advantage.
Unified communication, which is streamlined and integrated.

Microsoft® Lync™ ushers in a new connected user
experience transforming every communication into an
interaction that is more collaborative, engaging and
accessible from anywhere.
Microsoft® Lync™ is built from the ground up to be a single platform that can
enhance, extend and even replace traditional IP PBX systems.
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Future-proofed set of enterprise
wide applications
TraderLynk is set to revolutionise the way financial services conduct business.
The enterprise can enjoy highly efficient communications and improved client and
trading partner collaboration, while improving disaster recovery, and reducing
both costs and complexity.

TraderLynk connects everyone throughout the
organisation (front, middle and back office) in
real-time, regardless of location, device or network.
It removes the technological barriers associated
with disparate and siloed communication systems.
By removing these barriers the enterprise can
collaborate more freely – both internally and
externally with clients across a secure, robust and
compliant platform.
Collaboration today is as much about sharing
intellectual resources as it is about sharing ideas
over the phone, by email or IM. Focusing all the
resources available to the trader on ‘capturing
the moment’ allowing them to take advantage
of opportunities as they’re presented – in
real-time. TraderLynk augments the firm’s global
capabilities by allowing traders, business leaders
and support staff to collaborate utilising a full
armoury of communication preferences. Which
make it possible for market professionals to work
effectively and efficiently, wherever they are.

TraderLynk provides a rich set of trader specific
applications on an open development framework
designed to meet the exact communication needs
of the modern trader – starting where Lync ends.
Lync offers a secure and reliable platform that
integrates with Microsoft SharePoint technologies,
Microsoft Exchange Server, Active Directory and
uses Microsoft management tools. TraderLynk
provides a rich set of trader specific applications
designed to meet the unparalleled demands and
exact communication needs of today’s markets.

Collaboration is the cornerstone of effective client
management and increased productivity across the
enterprise. Winning in today’s market requires hightouch and high-quality communication solutions.
TraderLynk supports the entire trader workflow:
•

Research Distribution

•

Pre-Sales Support

•

Sales & Order Execution

•

Post-Sales Servicing
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Seamless integrated solutions
TraderLynk has no server-side dependencies making deployment easy, flexible
and risk free. Firms can make use of the cloud-based option available from
Microsoft Online and other service providers or could opt for the hosted option
offered with the Microsoft Lync Server infrastructure.

TraderLynk extends Microsoft Lync Enterprise
Voice by providing integration into IP PBXs and
legacy TDM circuits for backward compatibility
with conventional hardware-based Trader Voice
Communication Systems (TVCS). It supports all
current turret modes of operation, including:
•

Voice Services: Point-to-point calls, multipoint
calls, group pickup and always on

•

Broadcast Services: These are persistent
one-to-many audio broadcasts (listen only)
on speakers

•

Hoot-n-Holler Services: These are persistent
one-to-many audio conferences with talkback
for a subset of participants on speakers
or handsets

•

In-House Intercom Services: These are
transient one-to-one or one-to-many audio
conversations on microphones and speakers

TraderLynk extends the boundaries of Lync’s
already vast unified communications footprint
by adding direct trader voice communications
and dynamic conferencing between trading
partners regardless of time, location or device. It is
uniquely aimed at federated Microsoft Lync
endpoints, including integration with Skype,
bringing together the buy-side and sell-side into a
Lync connected community.
A key feature of TraderLynk is advanced presence
management, so the trading community can stay
in touch, regardless of whether team members are
at their desks, with a client/trading partner, or off
the desk.

TraderLynk offers a robust, flexible yet cost-effective
Disaster Recovery solution for traders by providing turret
capability through software. This software solution has
its advantages over the traditional hardware solutions
regarding ‘backup’ in case of a disaster.
Financial sell-side institutions have the ability to create private and secured
federated networks between them and their buy-sides – increasing the scope of
opportunity spotting beyond the traditional phone call.
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Making the most of your
current investment
TraderLynk brings the best out of communication making it collaborative, engaging
and accessible from anywhere. TraderLynk provides a highly secure and reliable
system that works with existing infrastructure allowing for better management,
lower costs, smoother deployment, migration, greater choice and flexibility.

TraderLynk is a readily deployable solution that can
fully integrate with your current communications
service. No need to rip-and-replace. This is a
sophisticated collaboration service that can
squeeze value from your current investment.

TraderLynk allows you to only pay for the
functionality you use, leveraging more value from
your existing investment in hardware, turrets
and infrastructure.

TraderLynk offers unparalleled value for money,
enabling deployment of applications to the exact
point of need across a range of areas:
•

Flexible, extensive and cost-effective disaster
recovery solutions

•

Seamless front-to-back collaboration tools
across the enterprise

•

Providing your customers with rich-media
communication tools
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Tel: +44 (0)203 598 2035
Email: info@traderlynk.com

www.traderlynk.com
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